Top Tips

Remove tools from the van if possible.

Always lock all doors & shut windows, physically checking doors are locked.

Always set your alarm/immobiliser and act if you hear the alarm sounding.

Park in a garage or secure area covered by CCTV where possible.

Park with the doors against a wall.

Mark all tools with an engraver and/or permanent marker with your postcode/initials and/or using forensic markers.

Register tools for free at: www.immobilise.com
Consider upgrading locks/fitting additional protection.

If you store tools in a shed or garage, ensure it is securely locked and alarmed.

Trades people often carry thousands of pounds worth of tools in their vehicles, leaving them a target for theft, especially when vehicles are unattended on the street or in hotel car parks.

Business may suffer when a job cannot be completed on time due to a lack of tools. Companies suffer further loses as time has to be spent repairing damage, replacing tools and completing insurance claims, which can have a significant impact on a business.

By taking the following steps you can reduce the risk of being a victim of such crime.
Remove tools from the van if possible. Whilst this is not always possible, taking even the more expensive power tools and electrical items out of the van when not in use will minimise the impact on your business. If thieves find that most vans don’t contain valuable items, the incentive to break in will diminish.

Always lock all doors & shut windows, physically checking doors are locked. Make sure you go round the vehicle before you leave it and check each door is locked and window fully closed. If you know that the locking system is faulty, get it repaired immediately. If the door fails to lock when you operate the key fob, it is possible that the signal is being blocked by someone using a signal jammer. Do not leave the vehicle until you are certain it is secure.

Always set your alarm / immobiliser and act if you hear the alarm sounding. Double locking the van (i.e. pressing the lock button twice) should activate both the immobiliser and alarm system. If you hear an alarm sounding, take positive action to investigate the cause, without putting yourself at risk. Thieves will sometimes activate an alarm to test the reaction and if there is none they may return to steal items.

Park in a garage or secure area where possible. Parking your van in a locked garage or compound will add a further layer of security to the vehicle. Not only can this hide your vehicle from view but it can also increase the risk of a thief being caught as it takes longer to access the vehicle and there is the risk of an alarm sounding on both the garage/compound as well as the vehicle.

Park in an area covered by CCTV where possible. CCTV can act as a deterrent to some criminals. It can also assist in the detection of crime, especially if used in conjunction with other security measures. If you are parking at a hotel whilst working as a contractor, park in areas covered by the cameras. Consider having your own system installed at home/where you routinely park your vehicle. See guidance notes on CCTV for more detailed information. If you are unable to park your van in an area covered by CCTV, park in a visible location overlooked by passers-by and fellow workers.

Park with the rear/side doors against a wall. A simple step that will make it more difficult to access locks or remove tools. It will also increase the time it takes to gain entry to the vehicle, increasing the chance of being caught.

Mark all tools with an engraver and/or a permanent marker with your postcode/initials and/or using forensic markers. It is not uncommon for police to recover items they believe to be stolen but be unable to prove their status or return them to their owner as there is no means of identifying them. Using an engraver, permanent marker or even gloss paint to add your company name or your own initials is a visual deterrent to theft. You may also wish to consider using forensic markers. See: www.securedbydesign.com for details. Mark the item in several places and keep a record of where it is marked so that this can be
passed onto second hand dealers and officers. See the guidance note on property marking for more detail.

Register your tools for free at www.immobilise.com

Immobilise is a free property registering service to which the police have full access. Second hand traders and members of the public can access the sister site Checkmend for a small fee to determine the status of an item prior to purchase. Registering your tools on Immobilise makes it more difficult for thieves to sell the items on, ensures you will get them back if recovered by police and also provides you with an electronic inventory of the serial numbers, make and model of your tools. Some manufacturers will allow you to register your tools with them and this again provides an electronic inventory.

Consider upgrading locks / fitting additional protection.

Upgrading your locks and alarm systems will provide your van and tools with additional security. Details of approved security products can be found here: www.thatcham.org/security If you are notified of vehicle security upgrades by your dealer, always make sure you get them installed.

If you store tools in a shed or garage, ensure it is securely locked and alarmed.

See the guidance note on shed and garage security for further information.

Do not leave any items on display.

Thieves will be attracted to any items on show within a vehicle, even old coats, rucksacks and shopping bags will attract attention as the thief may believe they contain loose change, phones or other valuable. Always remove all items from view.

Be particularly aware when un-loading tools/materials from your van.

Tool thefts have occurred whilst vans are left insecure during loading or unloading of tools and materials. Whilst it may take a little longer, it is less inconvenient to secure the vehicle each time you leave it, than return to find that items have been stolen.

Always check your van/tools before heading off to work/site.

Forensic opportunities will be lost if a vehicle is moved and the contents touched. Always check your vehicle before you leave and call police immediately if you suspect a break in has occurred and/or items have been stolen.

Remove copper piping from storage tube on the van.

Copper piping has been stolen from the roofs of vans. Always remove the piping before leaving the vehicle and use a secure storage tube during transit if the piping will not fit inside the van.

To increase the security of tools, you can bolt either a cage or box to the base of the van which should be secured with a sturdy close shackle padlock.
First Principle: Related links

Check out all of our Crime Prevention information using the following links or by using the QR code to take you to the First Principle Pages. Alternatively go to our website at [https://www.suffolk.police.uk/](https://www.suffolk.police.uk/) and look in the 1st Principle A-Z of Crime Prevention.

Allotment Security
Anti-Social Behaviour
ATM Security
Beach Hut Security
Boat Security
Building Site Security
Business Security
Caravan Security
Caravan Storage
Card Security
Catalytic Converters
Church Security
Cold Callers
Commercial CCTV
Counterfeit Banknotes
County Lines Advice
for Landlords
Cyber Crime
Cycle Security
Dangerous Dogs
Dog Fouling
Dog Theft
Domestic CCTV
Domestic Violence
Farm Security
Fraud Prevention
Grooming
Hate Crime
Heating Oil
Home Improvements
Home Security
Home Security for Tenants
Horses and Stables
Keyless Vehicles
Key Safe Security
Lock Snapping
Mopeds and Scooters
Motorcycle Security
Neighbour Disputes
Occupiers Liability
Personal Security
Power Tool Security
Products Brochure
Rural Crime
Security Alarms
Sheds and Garages
Social Media
Social Media for Parents
Suspicious Behaviour
Shoplifting
Taxi Driver Safety
Vehicle Security
Windows and Doors

Other Links you might find helpful

- Ask the Police
- Secured by Design
- Sold Secure
- Crimestoppers
  0800 555 111
- Victim Care
  0300 303 3705